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hello, we're the

YES!! There are two of us! We are Rachel Chew and Rachel Leung, soul sisters with the same
name. We are based in Vancouver, British Columbia and are both currently enrolled in Human
Nutrition programs at the University of British Columbia. Both Leung and Chew develop
recipes and write content for the site. With the responsibility of the camera, Leung has the
additional job of most of the food styling and photography on the blog. Chew provides creative
insight to recipe development, while Leung keeps the site organized and running smoothly.
Together we created Radiant Rachels in the spring of 2014 as a space dedicated to sharing
wholesome, nourishing recipes tailored and suitable to a variety of special dietary needs.

what is radiant rachels?
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Radiant Rachels is a space to share wholesome,
nourishing food. All recipes are created to satisfy the
mind and soul, providing the essential nutrients for us
to function optimally and radiate from the inside out.
Our aim is to share our mutual passion for healthy
eating and provide everyone the opportunity to
appreciate the abundance and joys of whole foods.
Whether you’re new to the concepts of making food or
an expert with everything vegetable, ancient grain, nut
and seed, we welcome you with the brightest smiles
and open arms to our array of drool-worthy delectable
recipes!

(adj) - emitting great joy and health; beaming brightlyra·di·ant

wait… is there more than one rachel?

why work with radiant rachels?
Radiant Rachels is a product of wanting to share our mutual love and
appreciation for whole foods and healthy living to the world! We are
part of Food Bloggers of Canada and BlogHer Media. Since our site
launched in the spring of 2014, our content has been featured in online
magazines and several recipe websites. We have also done recipe
development and product reviews for Pulo Cuisine and Kiss Me
Organics. We are open to do product reviews, giveaways, sponsored
posts, or recipe development using your product(s). Inquiries will be
considered if it is in line with the healthy living brand of Radiant Rachels.


